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The Vision of the 635 
The 635 Community is an open network of young adults in the greater Dallas region that exists 

both to respond to God’s invitation to be in a relationship with Him, as well as to make that 

invitation known to others. The 635 Community is available to all people, regardless of faith 

affiliation or lack thereof. This is because the 635 Community is a manifestation of the Catholic 

Diocese of Dallas’ (namely, the Office of Youth, Young Adult, and Campus Ministry’s) mission: to 

introduce the people of Dallas to the Good News of Jesus Christ that they might know the 

transformative, life-giving power of His love and become His disciples. 

 

More than Just a Night 
“The 635” began in 2017 with the purpose of uniting the divided city of Dallas through prayer and 

worship within a monthly gathering held at the Granada Theater. At the beginning of 2019, it is evident 

the one night is insufficient for the work ahead of us- the building of a community. 

In 2019, “The 635” will no longer refer to the 635 Granada Event alone. It will refer to the 635 Granada 

Event, the house worship, the formation groups, the parish connections, the spontaneous gatherings 

and most of all, the relationships that comprise the 635 Community.   

 

A Christian Community is Never Closed 
The standard entry point to the 635 Community is the 635 Granada Event. 635 Community members are 

encouraged to utilize this event as an opportunity to bring friends and loved ones to an experience with 

God and Church. The ultimate hope is that our processes of welcoming are Spirit-lead and effective at 

accompanying a new attendee who is completely unfamiliar with the Gospel from their experience at 

the 635 Granada Event all the way to active participation in a parish family.  

In order to cultivate an atmosphere of welcome and reception at the 635 Granada Event, several 

volunteer teams will be set in place. These volunteer teams are fundamental to modelling the qualities 

and commitment we wish to be widespread within the 635 Community. The participation of the 

volunteer teams is essential to the success of the 635 as an evangelizing agent within Dallas.  
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Volunteer Structure 
 

 

 

 

 

What is the role of the 635 Granada Volunteer Team Manager? 
 Takes care of the leads: prays for their needs, fosters community between the leads, ensures 

they have what they need to be successful at their jobs 

 Collects reports from leads within the week following the 635 Granada Event 

 Hosts volunteer workshops for new and returning volunteers between series 

 Attends the 635 Granada Event to support leads and observe the community 

 Works with the OYYACM to present reports and develop the future of the 635 Community 

What is the role of a volunteer lead? 
 Takes care of the team: prays for their needs, fosters community within the team, ensures team 

has what they need to be successful at their jobs, provides training for new team members 

 Gathers team before 635 Granada Event: welcomes, reviews roles, prays  

 Collects reports from team before the end of the work week following the 635 Granada Event 

 Works with the 635 Granada Volunteer Team Manager to suggest improvements for their area 

of responsibility 

 Is aware of the job responsibilities of other teams 

 Attends volunteer workshops when offered 

What is the role of a volunteer? 
 Prioritizes attending the 635 Granada Event and fulfilling responsibility within team 

 Cooperates with team lead in developing community within the team 

 Submits a report to lead within the work week following the 635 Granada Event 

 Makes it a goal to get the name and number of one new person every month and to follow up 

between then and the next 635 Granada Event 

 Is aware of the job responsibilities of other teams 

 Attends volunteer workshops when offered 

  

OYYACM STAFF 

635 Granada Volunteer Team Manager 

Connector 

Lead 

First Face 

Lead 

Insider 

Lead 

Mentor 

Lead 

Recruiter 

Lead 

{8 Volunteers} {4 Volunteers} {6 Volunteers} {2 Volunteers} {3 Volunteers} 
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Connectors 
A CONNECTOR IS:  responsible for connecting new and solo individuals with groups of other 635 

Granada attendees, so that no one participates in the 635 Granada Events alone.  

YOU WOULD BE A GREAT CONNECTOR IF: you are flexible; comfortable at conducting introductions; 

observant (has an eye for those who look uncomfortable or new); confident, not necessarily outgoing; 

intuitive  

MEETING TIME & LOCATION: 6:20pm in the Granada Lobby 

NOTES FOR CONNECTORS: 

 Your primary concern is with new people and those who come alone. 

 Connectors spend time at the both the Granada lobby and Sundown. Connectors can move 

fluidly between the two as they escort people to and from. 

 Connectors don’t stay in one conversation for the duration of the time before the opening of 

the theater, but move around to different people ensuring that everyone has been connected 

with other attendees. 

 Connectors are familiar with the new person table and the new person welcome process, so 

they can help a new person register for communications from 635 and join the community. 

 At 7:05pm, connectors help announce that the Granada Theaters doors are opening and people 

should make their way in that direction. 

 Connectors integrate themselves among other attendees during the programming.  

 After the Granada Experience is over, connectors should assist at the new person table and seek 

to follow up with anyone who they met at the beginning of the night.  
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First Faces 
A FIRST FACE IS: responsible for creating an environment of radical hospitality and safety for the 635 

Granada Event attendees while in the theater lobby, so that attendees feel more open and receptive 

during the programming.  

YOU WOULD BE A GREAT FIRST FACE IF: you have a warm and welcoming persona; are aware of your 

surroundings; prefer more brief interactions- “Hello! Welcome! Would you like a pen and paper for 

notes?” 

MEETING TIME & LOCATION: 6:35pm in the Granada Lobby with New Person Mentors 

NOTES FOR FIRST FACES: 

 Areas of Responsibility 

o Door holders 

o Passers (hand out pen and paper for notes) 

o Coffee Station 

 We want the lobby to be a comfortable and natural place for people to spend time and meet 

one another before or after being in the theater. 

 The First Faces group is encouraged to make suggestions as to how best achieve the 

comfortable and natural environment (considering the refreshments, layout, signage, staffing of 

volunteers, etc.) 

 Door holders… hold the doors… to the lobby and greet those walking in. Doors should not open 

to the theater until 7:05pm. 

 At 7:05pm, the first faces encourage people to enter the theater. Before that time, the doors 

should be kept shut. 

 After the 635 Granada Event concludes, passers comb through the seats in the theater to collect 

any paper or pens left there. 

 After the 635 Granada Experience concludes, around 9:30pm, the coffee station volunteers can 

make a last call, then dump the extra coffee and pack up the coffee supplies. 
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Insiders 
AN INSIDER IS: responsible for the spiritual environment of the Granada theater.  

YOU WOULD MAKE A GREAT INSIDER IF: You are spiritually sensitive; comfortable with a variety of 

spiritualties, in particular, charismatic; articulate in explaining “why we do what we do,” respectful of 

other people’s faith journeys 

MEETING TIME & LOCATION: 6:45pm in the Granada Theater 

NOTES FOR INSIDERS:  

 Depending on series, insiders will help set up particular areas in the theater (such as spaces for 

prayer teams, Confession, etc.) 

 After set up, insiders should do a ritualistic blessing of the theater space. 

 At 7:00pm, insiders pray with the band, the speaker, or any of those involved with the 

programming.  

 At 7:05pm, insiders open the theater doors and usher people to seats.  

 During the program, insiders help with programming as necessary (prayer teams, Confession, 

etc.) 

 After the program, insiders are present for pastoral care needs. This may include talking with 

people who have questions, praying with people, and directing people to either the new person 

table or to a member of the Office of Youth, Young Adult, and Campus Ministry staff. 

 The insiders are the last leave the theater space once all the 635 participants have left. 
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New Person Mentors 
A MENTOR IS: responsible for expanding the 635 community by managing the process of welcoming 

new 635 Granada Event attendees and accompanying them to fuller participation.  

YOU WOULD MAKE A GREAT MENTOR IF: you are consistent in completing responsibilities in a timely 

manner; understand how to naturally invest in someone without it seeming forced; are comfortable 

delegating tasks 

MEETING TIME & LOCATION: 6:35pm in the Granada Lobby with the First Faces 

NOTES FOR MENTORS:  

 Mentors staff the new person table in the Granada Lobby. The new person table is a place 

where first time attendees can receive: 

o Information about what to expect at the 635 Granada Event 

o A calendar of upcoming events in the 635 community 

o A “new person information” card 

o A 635 T-shirt with the return of their “new person information” card after the 635 

Granada Event 

 Mentors work closely with connectors to ensure that first time attendees are not experiencing 

the 635 Granada Event alone. 

 The Mentor Lead and Mentors have the freedom to determine how to best follow up with new 

attendees, as long as they guarantee that effective follow up happens.  

 New attendee process: 

1. New attendee visits the new person table in the Lobby. 

2. Mentors greet and speak to new attendee. 

3. Note card with new person information card is given to new attendee with instructions 

to return the card at the end for a t-shirt. 

4. Attendee participates in the 635 Granada Event (with a Connector if not already with a 

group.) 

5. After the programming concludes, new attendee returns to the new person table to 

turn in the new person information card. 

6. Once the card is received, mentors give the attendee a t-shirt and say, “We’ll be in 

touch!” 

7. OYYACM receives the new person information cards, OYYACM admin enters the 

information and returns it to the Mentor Lead. 

8. The Mentor lead follows up with the new attendees or delegates someone else from the 

volunteer base to do so. 
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Recruiters 
A RECRUITER IS: responsible for managing the 635 Granada Event volunteer base.  

YOU WOULD MAKE A GREAT RECRUITER IF: you are passionate about the need for community; you are 

enthusiastic about helping others to discern their gifts; you are comfortable presenting trainings; you 

appreciate systems  

MEETING TIME AND LOCATION: 6:45pm in the Granada Theater 

NOTES FOR RECRUITERS: 

 Recruiters work with their lead and the OYYACM to create an effective process for recruiting, 

training, and retaining volunteers. 

 Recruiters help direct the “wide net” invitation for volunteers that occurs from the stage and 

meet with any interested volunteers after the conclusion of the 635 Granada Event 

programming at the base of the stage.  

 Recruiters attend the 635 Granada Event as an attendee would, making it a priority to 

personally invite individuals to discern their gifts and find a volunteer role that would be 

fulfilling. 

 Part of retaining volunteers is monitoring satisfaction by soliciting feedback from volunteers 

once after every series, and passing along the feedback to leads and the OYYACM. 

 Along with the 635 Granada Team Manager, Recruiters are responsible for hosting the volunteer 

workshops that occur between series, which provide basic training for new volunteers and 

further development for seasoned volunteers.  

 Once a series, the 635 Granada Team Manager and the Recruiters plan an extracurricular event 

for the volunteer teams.  

 New Volunteer Recruitment Process 

1. Name of interested volunteer is gathered after the conclusion of the 635 Granada Event. 

2. List of interested volunteers is sent back with OYYACM. 

3. OYYACM Admin enters interested volunteer information and sends information to 

Recruiter Lead. 

4. Recruiter Lead places new volunteers in volunteer teams based on their gifting. 

5. Recruiter Lead communicates placements with the appropriate lead and the new 

volunteer. 

6. The Team Lead welcomes the new volunteer and coordinates a training (can happen 

before the night of the 635 Granada Event or over the phone.) 


